On a farm lived two barn cats, Patches and Button. They were _________ friends. Patches and Buttons were ___________ together. They were never apart.

___________ favorite activity was catching mice in the barn. They would ___________ together as a team to find and catch the mice that lived in the grain silo. As soon Patches ___________ a mouse she would chase it right into Buttons’ path. Then Buttons ___________ run as _________ as he could and grab the mouse in his mouth.

One time they caught ___________ mice in one hour! The farmer was so happy he _________ them two big bowls of milk as a treat.
On a farm lived two barn cats, Patches and Button. They were best friends. Patches and Buttons were always together. They were never apart. Their favorite activity was catching mice in the barn. They would work together as a team to find and catch the mice that lived in the grain silo. As soon Patches found a mouse she would chase it right into Buttons’ path. Then Buttons would run as fast as he could and grab the mouse in his mouth. One time they caught five mice in one hour! The farmer was so happy he gave them two big bowls of milk as a treat.